Client Home Care
Instructions

Stretches
●You need a stretch rope, towel, or even a long belt and only 5 minutes per day.
●The best time to stretch is after a warm shower when the muscles are warm.
●DO NOT stretch into pain.
● Stretch before strengthening
●Note- you are the only one who can re-educate your muscles, keep your
body in alignment, and maintain daily wellness.

Strengthening Exercises
●You need surgical tubing or theraband, a small weight and a towel.
●Movements are slow and controlled during the working phase (concentric)
and release phase (eccentric).
● If you already lift weights, perform 3 sets of 8-10 repetitions
● Stretch before strengthening
●Note- you must strengthen over stretched and weak muscles to return
the body to proper and optimum balance and prevent injury.
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HIP Stretches

Hip Flexor (Psoas and Iliacus) Stretches:
L

R

Hip Flexor Stretch #1:
Repeat Stretch 8-10 times
(L = left leg back, R= right leg back)

Hip Flexor Stretch #1- Start Position

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Lift the Back Knee off the Floor

Lunge; both knees bent; back knee rests on the floor.
Place pad under knee for comfort or if you have knee problems.
Place hands on a table or chair for support.
Slowly lean forward. Keep upper body upright.
Exhale, lift the back knee off the floor; hold for 2 seconds.
Lower the knee back to the floor.
Repeat stretch 8-10 times.
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HIP Stretches

L

R

Hip Flexor Stretch #2:
Repeat Stretch 8-10 times
(L= leg with stretch rope, R= leg with stretch rope)

Hip Flexor Stretch #2with a Stretch Rope

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

L

R

Lay on your side with support under neck, your lower leg is bent.
Loop a stretch rope around top leg (side to be stretched).
The rope goes behind your back, over your lower shoulder, held in front of body.
Exhale; bring your top leg back behind your body for 2 seconds.
Assist by gently pulling the stretch rope.
Repeat stretch 8-10 times.

Hip Flexor Stretch #3: Repeat Stretch 8-10 times
(L= top leg, R= top leg) (No picture for this stretch).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Lay on your side with support under neck; your lower leg is bent.
Bend the knee of the top leg and grasp that ankle.
Place other hand on knee of lower, bent leg so it does not move.
Exhale; move the top leg back behind your body for 2 seconds.
Assist by gently pulling top ankle backward with your hand.
Repeat stretch 8-10 times.

*Note- If you have knee problems, do not perform this stretch
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HIP Stretches
Quadratus Lumborum (QL)/ Erector Spinae Stretch:
Repeat Stretch 8-10 times

QL/ Erector SpinaeShows Right Side Stretch

Left Side Stretch:
1. Stand; lift both arms overhead; left arm is straight.
2. Bend right arm, grasp left arm just above elbow.
3. Lift left arm up, turn 45° toward left side.
4. Exhale; bend sideways to right for 2 seconds.
5. Repeat stretch 8-10 times.
(If left hip lifts up during stretch; cross left leg behind right leg; repeat stretch).

Right Side Stretch:
1. Stand; lift both arms overhead; right arm is straight.
2. Bend left arm, grasp right arm just above the elbow.
3. Lift right arm up, turn 45° toward right side.
4. Exhale; bend sideways to left for 2 seconds.
5. Repeat stretch 8-10 times.
(If right hip lifts up during stretch; cross right leg behind left leg; repeat stretch).
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HIP Stretches
Lateral Rotators Stretches:
L

R

Lateral Rotators Stretch #1:
(L= left thigh, R= right thigh)

Repeat Stretch 8-10 times

Lateral Rotator Stretch #1Medially Rotating Right Hip

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

L

R

Sit with both legs straight.
Place your hands above the knee to be stretched.
Turn your thigh inward (medial rotation).
Assist gently with your hands for 2 seconds.
Repeat stretch 8-10 times.
Move leg to be stretched away from the other leg 30° (about 6”).
Repeat #2-5

Same Stretch Contract-Relax, Contract Antagonist Method
(L= left thigh, R= right thigh)
Repeat Stretch 2-3 times
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sit with both legs straight.
Place your hands above the knee to be stretched.
Turn thigh outward, against resistance of your hands for 10 seconds.
Exhale, turn your thigh inward.
Assist gently with your hands for 2 seconds.
Repeat stretch 2-3 times.
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HIP Stretches

L

Lateral Rotators Stretch #2:
R (L= left hip, R= right hip)

Repeat Stretch 8-10 Times

Lateral Rotator Stretch #2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lay face up with both hip and knee bent 90°
Turn your thigh inward (medial rotation)
Place one hand on outside of this leg, one on this hip to stabilize it
Bring the thigh across the uninvolved leg
Repeat stretch 8-10 times
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HIP Stretches
Quadriceps Stretches:
L

Stretch #1:
Repeat Stretch 2-3 times
R (L= bent knee, R= bent knee)

Quadriceps Stretch #1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

L

R

Lay face down; knee to be stretched is bent; rolled towel behind this knee.
Reach back and grasp that ankle.
Straighten knee against your own resistance with 20% force, for 10 seconds.
Exhale, gently pull your ankle toward your hips.
Repeat stretch 2-3 times.

Quadriceps Stretch #2: Repeat Stretch 2-3 times
(L= ankle with stretch rope, R= ankle with stretch rope)

Quadriceps Stretch #2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lay face down, knee to be stretched is bent; rolled towel behind this knee.
Loop a stretch rope around this ankle, over your back, held in hand.
Straighten knee against your own resistance with 20% force, for 10 seconds.
Exhale, gently pull on stretch rope, bringing ankle toward your hip for 2 seconds.
Repeat stretch 2-3 times.
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HIP Stretches

L

R

Quadriceps Stretch #3
Repeat Stretch 2-3 times
(L=holding left ankle, R= holding right ankle)

Quadriceps Stretch #3

1.
2.
3.
4.

Stand with one knee bent. Hold that leg at the ankle.
Straighten your knee against your own resistance for 10 seconds, at 20% force.
Exhale, gently pull your ankle to your hips.
Repeat stretch 2-3 times.
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HIP Stretches
Iliotibial (IT) Band/Vastus Lateralis Stretches:
L

R

Stretch #1:
Repeat Stretch 8-10 times
(L= straight leg, R= straight leg)

IT Band/Vastus Lateralis
Stretch #1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Lay face up, uninvolved leg is bent, crossed over other straight leg.
Stretch rope is around outside ankle of straight leg, then under that leg.
Turn this leg outward (lateral rotation); place your hand on this hip to stabilize it.
Exhale and slide the leg towards the other hip for 2 seconds.
Assist by gently pulling the rope, keep arm straight.
Repeat stretch 8-10 times.

*Note- If you have knee problems; place the stretch rope above your knee.

L

R

IT Band/Vastus Lateralis Stretch #2:
Repeat Stretch 8-10 times
(L=leg with stretch rope, R= leg with stretch rope

IT Band/Vastus Lateralis
Stretch #2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Lay face up; stretch rope is around the ankle of leg you are stretching.
Turn this leg outward (lateral rotation); place your hand on this hip to stabilize it.
Uninvolved leg is turned inward (medially rotated).
Exhale; lift leg with stretch rope across other leg (adduction), for 2 seconds.
Assist by gently pulling the rope, keep arm straight.
Repeat stretch 8-10 times.

*Note- If you have knee problems; place the stretch rope above your knee.
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HIP Stretches
Hamstrings Stretches:
L

Hamstrings Stretch #1:
Repeat Stretch 2-3 times
R (L= leg with stretch rope, R= leg with stretch rope)

Hamstrings Stretch #1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

L

Lay face up; leg to be stretched is straight up.
Stretch rope is around arch of that foot (not ball of foot); hold with straight arms.
Lower leg toward floor against your own resistance at 20% force, 10 seconds.
Exhale, bring leg toward your head, for 2 seconds.
Assist by gently pulling the stretch rope.
Repeat stretch 2-3 times.

Hamstrings Stretch #2:
Repeat Stretch 8-10 times
R (L= leg with stretch rope, R= leg with stretch rope)

Hamstrings Stretch #2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Stretch rope around arch of foot to be stretched; bend this knee.
Hold stretch rope in hand; arm is straight.
Stabilize this thigh with other hand.
Exhale, straighten knee, while lifting up on stretch rope, for 2 seconds.
Repeat stretch 8-10 times.
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HIP Stretches
L

Hamstrings Stretch #3 (Medial Distal): Repeat Stretch 8-10 times
R (L= leg with stretch rope, R= leg with stretch rope)

Laterally Rotating the Tibia to Stretch the Medial Hamstrings Stretch #3

1.
2.
3.
4.

L

Stretch rope around ankle, strap ending up on inside (medial)
Hold stretch rope in hand; arm is straight, stabilize thigh with hand.
Exhale, straighten knee, while lifting up on stretch rope, for 2 seconds.
Repeat stretch 8-10 times.

Hamstrings Stretch #4 (Lateral Distal): Repeat Stretch 8-10 times
R (L= leg with stretch rope, R= leg with stretch rope)

Medially Rotating the Tibia to Stretch the Lateral Hamstrings Stretch #4

1.
2.
3.
4.

Stretch rope around ankle, strap ending up on outside (lateral)
Hold stretch rope in hand; arm is straight, stabilize thigh with hand.
Exhale, straighten knee, while lifting up on stretch rope, for 2 seconds.
Repeat stretch 8-10 times.
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HIP Stretches
Medial Rotators Stretch:

L R

Repeat Stretch 2-3 times
(L= leg with stretch rope, R= leg with stretch rope)

Medial Rotator Stretch

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Face down, stretch rope around ankle, held in opposite side hand; arm is straight.
Bend knee 90°, bring it toward uninvolved leg.
Take bent leg away from other leg, against resistance; 10 seconds, 20% force.
Exhale, bring bent leg toward other leg, for 2 seconds.
Assist by gently pulling the stretch rope.
Repeat stretch 2-3 times.

Adductors Stretch:

L

R

Repeat Stretch 8-10 times
(L= leg with stretch rope, R= leg with stretch rope)

Adductor Stretch

1. Sit on table with one leg straight, other off side of table.
Or lay face up on the floor; both legs straight.
2. Loop the stretch rope around the ankle; the rope ends up on outside.
3. Turn this leg inward; move it away from other leg, for 2 seconds.
4. Assist by gently pulling on rope.
5. Repeat stretch 8-10 times.
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HIP Strengthening Exercises

Quadratus Lumborum (QL)/ Erector Spinae Exercises:
L

R

Exercise #1
Perform Exercise 8-10 Times
(L= side to strengthen, R= side to strengthen)
1.
2.
3.
4.

L

R

Stand and hold small weight (hold on opposite side to strengthen)
Slowly bend away from side holding weight, hold for 2 seconds
Slowly return to upright position
Repeat exercise 8-10 times

Exercise #2
Perform Exercise 8-10 Times
(L= side to strengthen, R= side to strengthen)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Stand and hold tubing secured under foot (hold on opposite side to strengthen)
Slowly bend away from side holding tubing, hold for 2 seconds
Slowly return to upright position
Repeat exercise 8-10 times

QL/ Erector Spinae
Exercise #1

QL/ Erector Spinae
Exercise #2
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HIP Strengthening Exercises
Upper Hamstrings/Gluteus Maximus Exercise:
L

R

(L= leg with tubing, R= leg with tubing

Upper Hamstrings/Gluteus
Exercise- Beginning Position

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Perform Exercise 8-10 Times

Hip Extension

Stand with tubing around lower thigh, secured to chair
Bend knee 90°, keep hips square
Slowly extend leg back behind your body, hold for 2 seconds
Slowly return to beginning position
Repeat exercise 8-10 times
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HIP Strengthening Exercises
Lower Hamstrings Exercise:
L

R

Perform Exercise 8-10 Times

(L= leg with tubing, R= leg with tubing)

Lower Hamstrings Exercise

1.
2.
3.
4.

Face down, leg straight, surgical tubing around ankle, secured down
Slowly bend knee, hold for 2 seconds
Slowly lower knee back down
Repeat exercise 8-10 times
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LOWER LEG Stretches
Gastrocnemius Stretch:

Gastrocnemius Stretch

Left side Stretch:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sit; left leg straight; stretch rope around ball of foot, held in hands.
Bring toes toward your body.
Point toes against resistance of stretch rope; 10 seconds, 20% force
Exhale, bring toes toward your body.
Assist by gently pulling on stretch rope for 2 seconds.
Repeat stretch 2-3 times.

Right Side Stretch:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Repeat Stretch 2-3 times

Repeat Stretch 2-3 times

Sit; right leg straight; stretch rope around ball of foot, held in hands.
Bring toes toward your body.
Point toes against resistance of stretch rope; 10 seconds, 20% force.
Exhale; bring toes toward your body.
Assist by gently pulling on stretch rope for 2 seconds.
Repeat stretch 2-3 times.
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LOWER LEG Stretches
Soleus Stretches:
L

R

Stretch #1:
Repeat Stretch 2-3 Times
(L=left bent knee, R= right bent knee)

Soleus Stretch #1Using Your Hands

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

L

Sit; knee of leg to be stretched bent 90°, hands on ball of that foot.
Bring toes toward your body.
Point toes away from you against the resistance of hands; 10 seconds, 20% force.
Exhale; bring toes toward your body.
Assist by gently pulling toes with hands for 2 seconds.
Repeat stretch 2-3 times.

Stretch #2:
Repeat Stretch 2-3 Times
R (L= left bent knee, R= right bent knee)

Soleus Stretch #2Using a Stretch Rope

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sit; knee or leg to be stretched bent 90°, hands are on ball of that foot.
Bring toes toward your body.
Point toes away from you against the resistance of hands; 10 seconds, 20% force.
Exhale; bring toes toward your body.
Assist by gently pulling toes with hands for 2 seconds.
Repeat stretch 2-3 times.
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LOWER LEG Stretches
Tibialis Posterior Stretches:
L

R Stretch #1:

Repeat Stretch 2-3 Times
(L= left bent knee, R= right bent knee)

Tibialis Posterior Stretch #1Using Your Hands

1. Sit; knee of leg to be stretched bent 90°. Place hands around ball of foot.
2. Turn bottom of foot toward other leg against resistance of hands; 20% force, 10
seconds.
3. Exhale; turn bottom of foot toward outside of body; 2 seconds, assist with hands.
4. Repeat stretch 2-3 times.

L

Stretch #2:
Repeat Stretch 2-3 Times
R (L= left bent knee, R= right bent knee)

Tibialis Posterior Stretch #2Using a Stretch Rope

1. Sit, knee bent 90°; stretch rope around ball of foot, held in hands.
2. Turn bottom of foot toward your other leg against resistance of rope at 20% force,
10 seconds.
3. Exhale; turn bottom of foot toward outside of body; 2 seconds, assist with rope.
4. Repeat stretch 2-3 times.
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LOWER LEG Strengthening Exercises

Peroneal Exercise:

L

R

Perform Exercise 8-10 Times
(L=left ankle eversion, R=right ankle eversion)

Peroneal Strengthening
with Tubing
Peroneal Strengthening
with a Theraband

1. Sit; both legs straight.
2. Loop tubing around each foot, finish on outside of ankles, hold in hands.
3. Turn bottom of feet slowly toward outside of body; pulling on tubing, 2 seconds
4. Slowly return to neutral
5. Move feet farther apart if you don’t feel a “burn”
6. Perform exercise 8-10 times.
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LOWER LEG Strengthening Exercises
Tibialis Posterior
L

R

Exercise #1
Perform Exercise 8-10 Times
(L=left ankle inversion, R=right ankle inversion)

Tibialis Posterior Exercise

1. Wrap tubing around ankle, finish on lateral side of foot, hold in hand.
2. Sit and cross bent leg over other uninvolved knee.
3. Slowly invert ankle, hold for 2 seconds, slowly release back to neutral position.
4. Perform exercise 8-10 times.
*Note- if this position creates discomfort in your knee, do not perform this exercise.

L

R

Exercise #2
Perform Exercise 8-10 Times
(L=left ankle inversion, R=right ankle inversion

Towel Toe Scrunch with
Ankle Inversion

1. Place towel on the floor and stand over it.
2. Flex or scrunch your toes to drag towel under your foot, while inverting ankle.
3. Perform exercise 8-10 times.
*Note- perform this exercise prior to stretching gastrocnemius and soleus.
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LOWER LEG Strengthening Exercises
Plantar Fascia Exercise:

L

R

Perform Exercise 8-10 Times
(L=left foot on towel, R=right foot on towel)

Towel Toe Scrunch

1. Place towel on the floor and stand over it.
2. Flex or scrunch your toes to drag towel under your foot.
3. Perform exercise 8-10 times.
*Note- perform this exercise prior to stretching gastrocnemius and soleus.
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KNEE Stretches
Quadriceps Stretches (Patellar Tendinitis/ Chondromalacia):
L

Quadriceps Stretch #1:
R (L= bent knee, R= bent knee)

Repeat Stretch 2-3 times

Quadriceps Stretch #1

1. Lay face down; knee to be stretched is bent; rolled towel behind this knee.
2. Reach back and grasp that ankle.
3. Straighten your knee against your own resistance with 20% force, for 10 seconds.
4. Exhale, gently pull your ankle toward your hips.
5. Repeat stretch 2-3 times.

L

R

Quadriceps Stretch #2:
Repeat Stretch 2-3 times
(L= ankle with stretch rope, R= ankle with stretch rope)

Quadriceps Stretch #2

1. Lay face down, knee to be stretched is bent; rolled towel behind this knee.
2. Loop a stretch rope around this ankle, over your back, held in hand.
3. Straighten your knee against your own resistance with 20% force, for 10 seconds.
4. Exhale, gently pull on stretch rope, bringing ankle toward your hip for 2 seconds.
5. Repeat stretch 2-3 times.
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KNEE Stretches

L

R

Quadriceps Stretch #3:
(L= bent knee, R= bent knee)

Repeat Stretch 2-3 times

Quadriceps Stretch #3

1.
2.
3.
4.

Stand, bend knee, hold that leg at ankle
Hips square, straighten knee against your resistance, 10 second, at 20% force
Exhale, pull ankle toward hip for 2 seconds
Repeat stretch 2-3 times
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KNEE Stretches
Gastrocnemius/ Plantaris Stretch:
L

R

Repeat Stretch 2-3 times
(L= leg with stretch rope, R= leg with stretch rope)

Gastrocnemius/ Plantaris Stretch

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sit; leg straight; stretch rope around ball of foot, held in hands.
Bring toes toward your body.
Point toes against resistance of stretch rope; 10 seconds, 20% force
Exhale, bring toes toward your body.
Assist by gently pulling on stretch rope for 2 seconds.
Repeat stretch 2-3 times.

Hamstrings/ Popliteus Stretch:
L

R

Repeat Stretch 8-10 times
(L= leg with stretch rope, R= leg with stretch rope)

Hamstrings/ Popliteus Stretch

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Stretch rope around arch of foot to be stretched; bend this knee.
Hold stretch rope in hand; arm is straight.
Stabilize this thigh with other hand.
Exhale, straighten knee while lifting up on stretch rope for 2 seconds.
Repeat stretch 8-10 times.
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KNEE Stretches
Medial or Lateral Hamstrings Stretches
L

Hamstrings Stretch #1 (Medial Distal): Repeat Stretch 8-10 times
R (L= leg with stretch rope, R= leg with stretch rope)

Laterally Rotating the Tibia to Stretch the Medial Hamstrings Stretch #1

1.
2.
3.
4.

L

Stretch rope around ankle, strap ending up on inside (medial)
Hold stretch rope in hand; arm is straight; stabilize this thigh with other hand.
Exhale, straighten knee, while lifting up on stretch rope, for 2 seconds.
Repeat stretch 8-10 times.

Hamstrings Stretch #2 (Lateral Distal): Repeat Stretch 8-10 times
R (L= leg with stretch rope, R= leg with stretch rope)

Medially Rotating the Tibia to Stretch the Lateral Hamstrings Stretch #2

1.
2.
3.
4.

Stretch rope around ankle, strap ending up on outside (lateral)
Hold stretch rope in hand; arm is straight, stabilize this thigh with hand.
Exhale, straighten knee, while lifting up on stretch rope, for 2 seconds.
Repeat stretch 8-10 times.
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KNEE Stretches
Iliotibial (IT) Band/Vastus Lateralis Stretches:
L

R

Stretch #1:
(L= straight leg, R= straight leg)

Repeat Stretch 8-10 times

IT Band/Vastus Lateralis
Stretch #1

1. Lay face up, uninvolved leg is bent, crossed over other straight leg.
2. Stretch rope is around outside ankle of straight leg, then under that leg.
3. Turn this leg outward (lateral rotation); place your hand on this hip to stabilize it.
4. Exhale and slide the leg towards the other hip for 2 seconds.
5. Assist by gently pulling the rope, keep arm straight.
6. Repeat stretch 8-10 times.
*Note- place the stretch rope above the knee if you have knee problems.

L

R

IT Band/Vastus Lateralis Stretch #2:
Repeat Stretch 8-10 times
(L=leg with stretch rope, R= leg with stretch rope

IT Band/Vastus Lateralis
Stretch #2

1. Lay face up; stretch rope is around the ankle of leg you are stretching.
2. Turn this leg outward (lateral rotation); place your hand on this hip to stabilize it.
3. Uninvolved leg is turned inward (medially rotated).
4. Exhale; lift leg with stretch rope across other leg (adduction), for 2 seconds.
5. Assist by gently pulling the rope, keep arm straight.
6. Repeat stretch 8-10 times.
*Note- If you have knee problems; place the stretch rope above your knee.
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KNEE Strengthening Exercise
Vastus Medialis Exercise

L

R

Perform Exercise 8-10 times
(L= leg with tubing, R= leg with tubing)

Leg Extension- Beginning
Position at 150°-160°

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Leg ExtensionFull Extension 180°

Sit with tubing around lower leg, secured to a chair.
Turn leg outward (lateral rotation) and bring toes toward body (dorsiflexion).
Start with leg bent at 150°-160°, stabilize thigh in this position.
Slowly straighten leg, hold for 2 seconds, slowly return to beginning position.
Repeat exercise 8-10 times.
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SHOULDER Stretches
Pectoralis Major Stretch:

Repeat Stretch 2-3 times

Pectoralis Major Stretch

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Stand; palms together, arms straight out in front of body.
Exhale, bring arms backward (squeeze scapula together), hold for 2 seconds.
Bring arms forward, take a breath, raise arms up 20°.
Exhale; bring arms backward, hold for 2 seconds.
Bring arms forward, breathe, raise arms up another 20°; repeat stretch 2 seconds.
Repeat entire sequence 2-3 times.
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SHOULDER Stretches
Pectoralis Minor Stretches:
Pectoralis Minor Stretch #1

Repeat Stretch 8-10 times

Pectoralis Minor Stretch #1

1.
2.
3.
4.

L

R

Stand; place hands behind head (low on neck), elbows bent, neck neutral.
Exhale; bring elbows backward, hold for 2 seconds.
Bring elbows forward, take a breath, exhale; repeat stretch again.
Repeat stretch 8-10 times.

Pectoralis Minor Stretch #2:
(L= left arm, R= right arm)

Repeat Stretch 2-3 Times

Pectoralis Minor Stretch #2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Raise arm to 135°; keep head in neutral position.
Visualize taking arm across body toward opposite hip.
Attempt this against a doorjamb (or restrictive barrier) for 10 seconds.
Exhale; pull arm backward, walk forward into doorjamb.
Do not lean, keep shoulders square.
Repeat stretch 2-3- times.
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SHOULDER Stretches
Subscapularis Stretch:
L

R

Subscapularis Stretch #1:
(L= left arm, R= right arm)

Repeat Stretch 2-3 Times

Subscapularis Stretch #1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Stand; one arm bent 90°, elbow tucked in at side.
Bring arm toward the midline against doorjamb/restricted barrier for 10 seconds.
Exhale; bring arm away from body, walk forward into doorjamb.
Do not lean, keep shoulders square.
Repeat stretch 2-3 times.

Subscapularis Stretch #2:

L

Repeat Stretch 2-3 Times

R (L= left arm, R = right arm)

Subscapularis Stretch #2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Stand; one arm bent 90°, elbow tucked in at side.
Stretch rope in one hand; looped around back, over elbow to hand resting on hip.
Bring arm toward midline, use rope as resistance for 10 seconds.
Exhale; bring the arm backward, assist gently with stretch rope.
Keep shoulders square.
Repeat stretch 2-3 times.
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SHOULDER Stretches
Biceps Stretch:
L R

Repeat Stretch 2-3 Times

(L= left arm, R= right arm)

Biceps Stretch Using a Table

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Biceps Stretch Using a Chair

Stand; one arm and wrist straight; palm facing forward.
Find a table or chair at fingertip height.
Walk forward into the table until fingertips touch.
Attempt to bring arm forward for 10 seconds against the resistance of table.
Exhale; move arm backward, gently stepping forward into table for 2 seconds.
Repeat stretch 2-3 times.
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SHOULDER Stretches
Supraspinatus/ Upper Trapezius Stretch:

Repeat Stretch 2-3 Times

Supraspinatus/ Upper Trapezius
Stretch- Shows Right Arm
Being Stretched

Left Side Stretch
1. Place left arm behind back, keep shoulders square.
2. Grasp left wrist with right hand
3. Slide arm to right, against resistance of left arm for 10 seconds.
4. Exhale; gently slide arm further right across back for 2 seconds.
5. Repeat stretch 2-3 times.

Right Side Stretch
1. Place right arm behind back, keep shoulders square.
2. Grasp right wrist with left hand
3. Slide arm to left, against resistance of right arm for 10 seconds.
4. Exhale; gently slide arm further left across back for 2 seconds.
5. Repeat stretch 2-3 times.
.
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SHOULDER Stretches
Anterior Scalene and Sternocleidomastoid (SCM) Stretch:
Repeat Stretch 2-3 Times

Anterior Scalene and SCM
Stretch- Shows Right Side Stretch

Left Side Stretch:
1. Lower left shoulder; turn the head 45° to left.
2. Place fingertips of right hand on forehead.
3. Exhale; gently drop head back toward opposite side (right).
4. Assist stretch with right hand for 2 seconds.
5. Repeat stretch 8-10 times.
*Note- do not perform this stretch if it makes you dizzy, disoriented, or
nauseous.

Right Side Stretch:
1. Lower right shoulder; turn head 45° to right.
2. Place fingertips of left hand on forehead.
3. Exhale; gently drop head back toward opposite side (left).
4. Assist stretch with left hand for 2 seconds.
5. Repeat stretch 8-10 times.
*Note- do not perform this stretch if it makes you dizzy, disoriented, or
nauseous.
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SHOULDER Strengthening Exercises
Erectors/Rhomboids/ Middle and Lower Trapezius:
Perform Exercise 8-10 times

Erectors Exercise- Starting Position

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Erectors Exercise- Back Extension

Secure tubing to stationary object, hold ends in hands.
Bend forward, arms out 90°, elbows bent.
Keep arms in this position, slowly straighten up; arching back.
Bring elbows backward, squeeze scapula together, hold 3 seconds.
Slowly return to starting position
Repeat exercise 8-10 times.
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SHOULDER Strengthening Exercises
Rhomboids Exercises:
Rhomboids Exercise #1:

Perform Exercise 8-10 times

Rhomboid Exercise #1

1. Tubing secured, hold ends in hands.
2. Arms shoulder height, elbows bent.
3. Slowly draw elbows backward (bring scapula together), hold 2 seconds.
4. Release slowly.
5. Repeat exercise 8-10 times.
*Note- this exercise can also be performed holding weights.

Rhomboids
L

R

Rhomboids Exercise #2:
(L=left arm, R=right arm)

Perform Exercise 8-10 Times

Rhomboid Exercise #2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

One knee and hand is on bench or chair; bend over at waist.
Hold small weight in other hand, hanging straight down.
Bring weight upward. Lead with elbow out to side until elbow reaches horizontal.
Slowly contract and release rhomboids during exercise.
Repeat exercise 8-10 times
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SHOULDER Strengthening Exercises
Rhomboids
Rhomboids Exercise #3:

Perform Exercise 8-10 Times

Rhomboid Exercise #3

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Stand, lean back against wall, feet about 12” away from wall.
Arms at shoulder height, elbows bent, fingers facing forward.
Press elbows against wall (bring scapula together), back moves away from wall.
Slowly contract, hold for 2 seconds; slowly release.
Repeat exercise 8-10 times.
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SHOULDER Strengthening Exercises
Infraspinatus and Teres Minor Exercises:
L

R

Exercise #1:
(L=left arm, R= right arm)

Perform Exercise 8-10 Times

Infraspinatus/ Teres Minor
Exercise #1

1.
2.
3.
4.

L

R

Stand; one arm bent 90°, elbow 10° away from side.
Tubing is at waist height, held in one hand.
Take your hand away from midline very slowly.
Repeat exercise 8-10 times.

Exercise #2:
(L= left arm, R= right arm)

Infraspinatus/ Teres Minor
Exercise #2

1.
2.
3.
4.

Lay on side, hold a small weight, can of soda, or bottle of water.
Elbow is tucked in at side; padding under arm.
Take your hand up toward ceiling very slowly.
Repeat exercise 8-10 times.
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SHOULDER Strengthening Exercises
Triceps:

Perform Exercise 8-10 times

Left Side Exercise
1. Hold tubing at right side, in both hands spaced about 8-10” apart; both elbows bent
2. Right palm faces side; slowly straighten this arm, extending it back behind body.
3. Slowly return to starting position.
4. Left hand does not move. It creates resistance for this exercise.
5. Repeat exercise 8-10 times.

Right Side Exercise
1. Hold tubing at left side, in both hands spaced about 8-10” apart; both elbows bent.
2. Left palm faces side; slowly straighten this arm, extending it back behind body.
3. Slowly return to starting position.
4. Right hand does not move. It creates resistance for this exercise.
5. Repeat exercise 8-10 times.

Triceps Exercise
Starting Position

Triceps Exercise
Extend Arm
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NECK Stretches
Anterior Scalene and Sternocleidomastoid (SCM) Stretch:
Repeat Stretch 8-10 Times

Anterior Scalene and SCMShows Right Side Stretch

Left Side Stretch:
1. Lower left shoulder; turn head 45° to left, place right hand fingertips on forehead.
2. Exhale; gently drop head back toward the opposite side (right).
3. Assist stretch with right hand for 2 seconds.
4. Repeat stretch 8-10 times.
*Note- do not perform stretch if it makes you dizzy, disoriented, nauseous.

Right Side Stretch:
1. Lower right shoulder; turn head 45° right, place fingertips of left hand on forehead.
2. Exhale; gently drop head back toward the opposite side (left).
3. Assist stretch with left hand for 2 seconds.
4. Repeat this stretch 8-10 times.
*Note- do not perform stretch if it makes you dizzy, disoriented, nauseous.
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NECK Stretches
Neck Rotation Stretch:

Repeat Stretch 2-3 Times

Neck Rotation- Shows
Left Side Stretch

Left Side Stretch:
1. Turn head to the right; left hand rests on left side of face and is the resistance.
2. Turn head to left against your own resistance for 10 seconds.
3. Exhale; turn the head to the right for 2 seconds. Assist gently with the left hand.
4. Repeat stretch 2-3 times.
Right Side Stretch:
1. Turn head to the left; right hand rests on right side of face and is the resistance.
2. Turn head to right against your own resistance for 10 seconds.
3. Exhale; turn head to left for 2 seconds. Assist gently with the right hand.
4. Repeat stretch 2-3 times.

Neck Extension Stretch:

Repeat 8-10 Times

Neck Extension

1.
2.
3.
4.

Place one hand on chest to stabilize it, head is neutral.
Press up under chin with fingertips, as you move head backwards.
Hold stretch for 2 seconds.
Repeat stretch 8-10 times.
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NECK Stretches
Lateral Flexors/ Medial Scalene Stretch:
Repeat Stretch 2-3 Times

Lateral Flexors/ Medial ScaleneShows Left Side Stretch

Left Side Stretch:
1. Bend neck to the right only to where it is comfortable.
2. Place right hand on the top of head.
3. Bend left against your own resistance for 10 seconds.
4. Exhale; bend neck to the right, assist gently with right hand.
5. Repeat stretch 2-3 times.

Right Side Stretch:
1. Bend neck to the left only to where it is comfortable.
2. Place left hand on the top of head.
3. Bend right against your own resistance for 10 seconds.
4. Exhale; bend neck to the left; assist gently with left hand.
5. Repeat stretch 2-3 times.
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NECK Stretches
Levator Scapula Stretch:

Repeat Stretch 8-10 Times

Levator Stretch- Shows
Left Side Stretch

Left Side Stretch:
1. Lower left shoulder; place right hand on top of head on left side.
2. Turn head 45° to the right.
3. Exhale; bend neck forward; assist gently with right hand for 2 seconds.
4. Return head to neutral.
5. Repeat stretch 8-10 times.

Right Side Stretch:
1. Lower right shoulder, place left hand on top of head on right side.
2. Turn head 45° to the left.
3. Exhale; bend the neck forward; assist gently with left hand for 2 seconds.
4. Return head to neutral.
5. Repeat stretch 8-10 times.
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NECK Stretches
Neck Decompression Stretch:

Repeat 2-3 Times

Neck Decompression

1.
2.
3.
4.

Place hands behind head; low on the neck, elbows bent.
Bend neck slightly backward.
Exhale; gently lift up on head to decompress neck.
Repeat stretch 2-3 times.
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NECK Strengthening Exercise

Neck Extension Exercise:

Perform Exercise 8-10 Times

Neck Extension with a
Theraband

1.
2.
3.
4.

Place theraband around back of the head; ends held in hands.
Press head backwards; hold for 2 seconds
Slowly release.
Repeat exercise 8-10 times.
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FOREARM, WRIST AND HAND Stretches
Wrist Flexors Stretch:
L

R

Repeat Stretch 2-3 Times

(L= left arm, R= right arm)

Traction, Stretch Wrist Flexors

1. Arm to be stretched straight out; palm facing up.
2. Place thumb of other hand under wrist; four fingers on palm of hand.
3. Bring hand upward against your own resistance 10 seconds.
4. Exhale; move hand downward for 2 seconds, gently assist stretch.
5. Repeat stretch 2-3 times.

Wrist Pronator Stretch:
L

R

Repeat Stretch 2-3 Times

(L= left hand, R= right hand)

Pronator Stretch
Hand Placement

1. Elbow bent 90°, touching side, palm faces up.
2. Place palm of other hand on back of this hand; index finger between thumb and
index finger of hand to be stretched.
3. Turn palm down for 10 seconds against your own resistance
4. Exhale; turn palm up for 2 seconds, gently assist stretch.
5. Repeat stretch 2-3 times.
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FOREARM, WRIST AND HAND Stretches
Wrist Extensors Stretch:
L

R

Repeat Stretch 2-3 times

(L= left arm, R= right arm)

Traction, Stretch Extensors

1. Arm and fingers are straight; palm faces down.
2. Place thumb under wrist; four fingers are on the back of hand.
3. Lift hand upward against your own resistance for 10 seconds.
4. Exhale; bring hand downward for 2 seconds; curl in fingers, gently assist stretch.
5. Repeat stretch 2-3 times.

Wrist Supinator Stretch:
L

R

Repeat Stretch 2-3 times

(L= left arm, R= right arm)

Supinator Stretch

1. Elbow bent 90°, touching side; palm faces down.
2. Grasp wrist, turn palm up against your own resistance for 10 seconds.
3. Exhale; turn palm down for 2 seconds, gently assist stretch.
4. Repeat stretch 2-3 times.
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FOREARM, WRIST AND HAND Stretches
Wrist Radial Deviation Stretch:
L

R

Repeat Stretch 2-3 times

(L= left arm, R= right arm)

Radial Deviation Stretch

1. Elbow is bent, arm at side, palm faces in.
2. Bring the thumb toward the wrist against your own resistance for 10 seconds.
3. Exhale; bring little finger toward the wrist for 2 seconds; gently assist stretch.
4. Repeat stretch 2-3 times.

Wrist Ulnar Deviation Stretch:
L

R

Repeat Stretch 2-3 times

(L= left arm, R= right arm)

Ulnar Deviation Stretch

1. Elbow is bent, arm at side, palm faces in.
2. Bring the little finger toward the wrist against your own resistance for 10 seconds.
3. Exhale; bring the thumb toward the wrist for 2 seconds; gently assist stretch.
4. Repeat stretch 2-3 times.
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FOREARM, WRIST AND HAND Stretches
Carpals- Wrist Circles:
L

Repeat stretch 3 times each direction

R (L= left hand, R= right hand)

Wrist Circles

1. Grasp wrist gently compressing forearm bones together.
2. Make three big, slow circles with wrist; fingers are straight.
3. Perform circles in both directions.
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FOREARM, WRIST AND HAND
Strengthening Exercises
Wrist Extension Exercise:
L

R

Perform Exercise 8-10 Times

(L= left arm, R= right arm)

Wrist Extension Exercise

1.
2.
3.
4.

Forearm supported on a bench or table, wrist is off the edge.
Small weight in hand, palm facing down, slowly take hand up towards ceiling.
Slowly lower to neutral position.
Repeat exercise 8-10 times.

Wrist Supinator Exercise:
L

R

Perform Exercise 8-10 Times

(L= left arm, R= right arm)

Wrist Supinator Exercise

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Elbow bent, tucked in at side
Hold small weight in hand, palm facing down
Slowly turn hand upward until weight faces ceiling
Slowly return to starting position
Repeat exercise 8-10 times.
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